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Hi.
Everyone doing okay?
How's everyone straddling the
divide?
I can't think of a word better
suited to a moment like this.
Divided by our fears.
Divided by our "freedom".
Divided by the fabric pulled taut
against our faces.
Every public space is a battlefield
fought on picnic blankets with cold
beers and ignorance.
I don't want to behoove anyone
their good times on any 70-degree
day in San Francisco.
But I do.
But I will.
I mean, do what you need.
Everything is a choice and every
choice has weight different
than anything I've every been privy
to.
Just recognize the choice, recognize
the weight. Both will affect us all.
The days are long,
the nights are hot.
Until next time.
- Noah Sanders
The Racket
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Ridge Backbone
TOBEY HILLER

The top of her head had blown off,
not bloody but sky high.
Cloud captured.
1002 nights of dread and delusion
carried off with the bread crumbs
tucked in a red slipper. Suitcases
can’t walk.
Trees spoke to her in branched tongues.
Who would have thought they could shout?
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2084 / Odessa Blackmore / 2019

Irene, Irene
DAVID PEREZ

I wish I had a better story for how I was named. Allegedly I
was named after the actor David Niven, who won the
academy award for the film “Separate Tables,” a film I
assume you haven’t seen (I for sure have not.) My mother’s
name is Irene and my father's name is Gilbert - two tragic
names that force you to give your son a boring name like
David.
How my Dad became Gilbert is a story he was never told - a
tale that died with the alcoholics that raised him. Gilbert is a
cartoon name you give a coward - fitting because my father is
a coward. I assume his naming was as uncalculated as
everything else my grandparents did - a buffet of chaos that
spawned a new generation of alcoholics.
How Irene became Irene does have lore. In my family stories
aren’t passed down as sacred nostalgia. They are distributed
like secrets - unspoken transmissions of traumas meant to be
endured and forgotten. When my Grandfather, who we called
Honey, would tell this story it was usually through the lens of
deep sorrow or ferocious anger.
Honey was a landscaper his entire life - and after serving in
WW2 as a Navy galley cook, he returned to Los Angeles
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to start a family with his sweetheart. It was common for
landscapers for big estates to have small homes adjacent to
the main property. Honey and Carmen, my grandmother,
were young parents living in Franklin Canyon - then referred
to as “Rural West Hollywood” and now lumped into Beverly
Hills. In June of 1950 they had three children and were
expecting a fourth. Their dreams seemed intact. Honey
worked for Paul Trousdale, a legendary real estate
developer, and was in the trenches building what was to
become Trousdale Estates. His commute...a five minute drive
in his truck.
In 1950, Franklin Canyon road was a joyride route. Teens and
lovers thrashed their Belle Air convertibles and their Nash
Cosmopolitan’s through the lush reserve speckled with
bungalows leading up to a small reservoir. The bungalow my
grandfather owned slunk into a sleep corner where Franklin
Canyon Road and Lake Drive intersected. A small fenced in
front yard with lush grass for the kids to play and a small
porch for the parents to recline.
Honey only took Sunday’s off as there was just too much
work to pass up. One unremarkable Sunday, serves as a
barrier in time. A demarcation between living in the dream
and living in the future. This Sunday, two of the kids played
in the yard while my grandparents entertained Carmen’s
cousins - Frank and Genoveva. Frank was a cruel man, known
for being unreasonably mean to children. Genoveva was a
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drunk who liked to dance and fall on the floor - a hobby she
carried until death.
That Sunday they all stood in the yard and watched the kids
play while, unbenounced to them, maybe a mile a way, three
teenagers drank gin and laughed in their car and barreled
down Franklin Canyon.
In what must have seemed like an instant - a car skidded off
in an attempt to make a left onto Lake Road, and crashed
through the yard and barreled towards the two little girls
playing on the grass. The youngest girl, Lydia, was pushed
out of the direct path of the car by Frank (an out of character
act of heroism seen only once in his lifetime.) His face was
partially skinned by a tire, a permanent scar I was told never
to ask about. The second child, Irene, was hit and killed
instantly.
The teenagers exited the car laughing. Two boys, one girl, all
white - heirs to the Beverly Hills elite. The police were called,
and surprising to no one, especially Mexican families in 1950,
their “investigation” was retrofitted to make sure the teens in
question could have as much ease as possible in their
transgressions. Namely, as I found on the death certificate,
the accident was reported as occurring in the street - and
described Irene, four, as a “pedestrian.” The rumor is the
boys were offered the choice to join the Military, which they
accepted. The fact that the Korean war started two weeks
after the accident is not lost on me.
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Honey and Carmen moved their lives to a small sleepy house
in Pacoima. After my uncle was born, my grandmother
meticulously planned the rebirth of Irene. She timed
conception to ensure she would have a July baby. The first
Irene was born on July 20th, 1946 and in the late evening,
July 19th, 1952, my grandmother took a spoon full of cod liver
oil. Though striving to be an American mother, Carmen held
onto some of her chihuahua superstitions. Cod liver oil, as
told to her by the brujas in the town she was born, asked the
creator to bring the baby. And on July 20th, 6:36pm, my
mother was born - Irene Margaret Romero - the same first,
middle, and last name as her dead sister as well as the same
birthdate, just a few years behind.
The second Irene came and was herself despite Carmen’s
efforts. The first Irene was light complected like Carmen. I
wonder what else was different, but nobody really knew the
first Irene. Being the first Irene was and is an unbeatable
game my mom is still a contestant in.
My mom was sandwiched between the three living siblings
that preceded her and the four that followed. She was
invisible in a house she was conjured to occupy. She
graduated high school at 16 and became a bank teller. At 18
she moved into an apartment and fell in love with a long
haired, white Vietnam vet who taught her to ride motorcycles
and explore outside of her tiny world. My grandparents
never forgave her for leaving the house unmarried.
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I don’t think Carmen likes her children. Or more accurately,
loves her children in relationship to what they can do for her
and how that is perceived by others. She is in an infinite
continuum of conflict with her kids. A deep rotation of who
she does and does not speak to. Even as a child, I considered
her someone who only finds comfort in her unresolved pain
and rage. I'm not surprised when my mom tells me stories of
returning home after a huge promotion at work to an eye roll
and a shrug. I am even less surprised when she tells me the
story of leaving the Vietnam vet and meeting a coward
named Gilbert from her home town. They marry and in the
pictures Carmen and Honey beam. I consider my mom
generous for doing that for them - performing the life they
fabricated for her without her input.
My mom has to be 100% herself though. She divorced the
coward, and moved us out of Pacoima and started her life.
Despite being a Mexican woman without a college degree in a
white man's industry, she climbed fast in the banking world almost running from the identity assigned to her in a
compartment of grief. She would thrive at business dinners
and one night a client dinner would take her to an exclusive
Marina Del Rey restaurant. While walking to the bathroom,
she sees a woman in her sixties, drunk, dancing with married
men, falling on the floor. She recognizes Genoveva but does
not say hello, rather returns to her table and her own life.
I asked my mom a few days ago to tell me the story and we
surprisingly got stuck on Frank and Genoveva. Frank’s one
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act of heroism gave him a forever pardon in our family. My
mother was reminded of her dark skin every time Frank
would linger into her life. “India Fea. That’s what he would
call me. Ugly Indian” I could hear my mom trying not to fume
on the other end of the phone. “He hated me so much like I
had anything to do with the tire mark on his face” she
laughed, like someone who has partially let go of
foundational pain. “One time at a birthday party Frank
grabbed me by the back of the hair and forced me to drink a
glass of tequila.” she laughs again, though unconvincing.
Honey had a stroke on his roof, and fell into the front yard
and my mom started paying their mortgage and expenses.
When my Uncle is named power of attorney instead, she says
“but I did all this for you! I paid your bills” to which Carmen
replies “no one asked you to.” When Honey dies, my mom
tries not to perform anymore. Carmen bounces between my
aunts and uncles but will never, as she says it “feel
comfortable in the kinda home Irene has.”
Maybe our whole lives are performances we hope our
parents will applaud at. Maybe we make choices to contort
ourselves into shapes they can recognize. In a fight, I told my
mom that it offended me when she said I was her “low
maintenance child.” I was sick of being invisible too. Out of
character, she cried softly, and after a long silence said “I
guess we do to our kids what our parents do to us.” Then,
always finding a bad time to make a joke, I say,
“well at least you didn’t give me a weird name. You just
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named me after some actor.” She laughs and feigns
annoyance. “I did not! I named you after David Niven and my
old boyfriend.”
I get my story. The old boyfriend is a long haired Vietnam vet
that writes about motorcycles now. My mom was David’s
“best man” in his wedding, and sees him once a year and
smiles when she mentions him, though she doesn’t see me
looking.
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Pescadero Looking North #2 / Joel Young / 2019

Ask About the Women
in Your Family
LAUREN PARKER

My grandmother couldn’t cook, so
We wrote her out of the stories
Every holiday, every birthday
Every day she spent preparing
We forget her name,
When we could remember it, it rolled, foreign
On our tongues, and lips
Like boats too small for choppy swells.
The family rings around the table, chair legs grinding
On linoleum, photo albums open
Blooming like the flowers in her garden that we never
notice, they spring up every year, untended
Struggling through the weeds
we recognize our smiles
Our noses, the shape of our eyes
We flip through photos, but no
One sees the person behind the camera
No one mentions her nose, the shape of her eyes
The one who organized
And labeled the albums, script as tight and drawn
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As a mouth in concentration
as you stir a quickly burning sauce
Her death is the equator, an invisible line
Declaring the loosely navigational space
Where the family stores our myths, the stars that predict who
We are, we use trinkets of navigation
Books of genealogy, stories of war generals
Sailing, settlement, we shout over her voice
She fades into the couch cover, a transparent
Plastic thing protecting the fabric underneath
We never forgive her for dying
We never forgive her for not being able to
Make a meatloaf
Or a pie
Or a casserole
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A Taste of
Amniotic Fluid
JAMES CAGNEY

milky floral buds
snap open
traps broken
pistil pores pop
push out
a porridge of sautéed cells,
melted to malted-globules of grease
molded to the body
sends me further
down the street
than I'd ever gone before
dizzy
with questions
unspeakable, unanswerable
my brains compass
a helicopter
of dandelion
petals
/
spinning
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over estates of skin
boiling in upheaval
itch of cascading petals
primer of tongues’

tickling touch

tearing like a lucid dream animal
through the black chaparral
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Jaula De Oro (The Golden Cage) / Amelia Berumen/ 2018

smallness
SHARON COLEMAN

like grains of cumin sprinkled over honey and lemon
like saffron strands you drop over rice
like a cat’s whiskers between our sheets
like bat teeth that bite a pangolin and leave proteins that
eat the world
like sacs of spring air in my tired lungs
like a seedling my mother pulls from a pot and hands me
to grow
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The Middle Class
Comfort Smells
Sentence
(for Rebecca Foust)

BARBARA BERMAN

Smells have stories to tell, I said to someone a decade ago,
reminded of ether- stink that clung to my father, annihilated
only by Dial soap that never overpowered my mother's crepe de
Chine, thick with carnation and patchouli, with a top note of
lime, which is probably why it was my parents' house soap, which
I bought barely thinking for the first time since the '80s as San
Francisco locked down, and it was an eight pack and when I wash
my hands I remember showering with it after a swim the morning
I got married and how far I am from the worst of how my parents
lived and it's just soap, I know this, and the house had graceful
lines, half unmade by Superstorm Sandy and reborn thanks to
two Trump supporters and I have some of its original furniture,
which doesn't smell but suits my light-filled home across the
country and when I leave it to walk, for fitness, food and other
essentials, the first reliable smell that hits me is a rich waft of
yeast and wheat, dark breads in ovens or stacked on floor to
ceiling racks at Cinderella Russian Bakery around the corner, a
door almost always a bit ajar so smell gifts neighbors, so here's
to all who provide and receive it, including my husband, whose
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favorite food combo list includes the dense Cinderella Harvest
Loaf with egg salad I make, a basic recipe spiked with briny,
chopped green pimento-filled olives because every human
deserves accessible, soothing smells.
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T H E
B A C K
P A G E
BY
LAURA JAYE CRAMER
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AN ILLUSTRATED HAIKU

Is That a Yes?

I ask my mom if
I was a mistake and she's
like, "I'm on the phone."

T H E

W E E K L Y

M U M B L E

WORD STUFF

Unscramble each Mumble to form five ordinary words.
Then, arrange the green letters in the highlighted spaces to
complete the punchline.

ADRZHA

EVIRR

How does
a rabbi
make his
coffee?

THOCB

ALYEIS
CWSYRE

.
(Answers next week.)

Last week's answers:

GATHER, SHIRT, JOINT, DOCTOR, SUNKEN
My friend said to me, "What rhymes with orange?" And I said...
NO, IT DOESN'T

C O N T R I B U T O R S

At our monthly events instead of
introductory bios, we ask our readers a
question and then share their answers.
We'd like to continue the tradition.

QUESTION:
What flavor do you
miss the most?

BARBARA BERMAN

The flavor of Communion wafer at Mass.
(I support closure of churches until they can reopen safely.

AMELIA BERUMEN
Tacos de al pastor.

ODESSA BLACKMORE

The flavors of Turkish food, it reminds me of my mom’s
home cooking. Living in New Orleans I have yet to find a
Turkish spot to fill that gap.

JAMES CAGNEY

The caramel of communal Scotch laughed Friday nights in
the park behind Embarcadero Center.

SHARON COLEMAN

Coffee mocha ice cream.

TOBEY HILLER
LAUREN PARKER

The warm wintery tang of chicken paprikash.

DAVID PEREZ
I truly miss the taste of martini’s and oysters together
with friends

JOEL YOUNG

The flavors of breakfast from Townsend.
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MAW SHEIN WIN
KAR JOHNSON
LAUREN C. JOHNSON
D'MANI THOMAS
ALAN PELAEZ LOPEZ
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